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Since the 90's of 20 centuries, some new education thought, that emphasize 
the character education; creative power; and discipline based art education, affect 
gradually and change the educational present condition in art in school that 
technical ability education have been import. Education is not only proceed at 
school, but also in outside school, where study again and again education is very 
necessary. So the standpoint of the study opportunity in outside school that the 
nation and the local public group must provide for public, got the widespread 
cognition. From here, the social education got quickly development. In social 
education, along with the plentiful life requests is realized, the people concern 
more and more with the art and the culture, continuously exalt cognition that the 
culture worth is included in art museum. The art museum further opens, and 
educating the activity to further develop, the cooperation of the art museum 
education and art education in school is realized and this cooperation is vary 
importance. Therefore, as the one of the educational cores outside the school, the 
art museum of education have become the popular topic in the art field. 
The first in this text, there is tell us the relation of art museum and school, 
analyzing some difference, study possibility for cooperating. The secondly, in the 
first foundation, the cooperation of the western art museum and school is used as 
the successful example, analysed and induced the concrete way that educational 
cooperation. The thirdly , the educational course reform in art in current local 
primary and junior high school is joined together, coming to explain the new 
chance that the art museum cooperate with school. Finally, according as the local 
actual circumstance, the author analyses the problem that exist when current local 
art museum and school cooperating, put forward the suggestion of the related 
possibility. 
The our country have attached importance to the art museum or the museum 
and make them to develop widely available the art education, but that still stay at 













                                                                           
  
education from the west developed country as a model, adequately making use of 
art museum, organizes the art education activity outside of school to improve the 
public art accomplishment and the purpose of the Chinese nation character. 
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